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Applications

This section is based on [“Recent advances in convolutional neural networks”, Gu et al. 2015].

More applications domain and more references are presented in this paper.
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Image classification - Hierarchy of classifiers

[“Error-driven incremental learning in deep convolutional neural network for large-scale image classification”, Xiao et al. 2014]

→ They propose a training method that grows a network not only incrementally but also
hierarchically. In their method, classes are grouped according to similarities and are self-
organized into different levels.

[“HD-CNN: hierarchical deep convolutional neural networks for large scale visual recognition”, Yan et al. 2015]

→ They introduce a hierarchical deep CNNs (HD-CNNs) by embedding deep CNNs into
a category hierarchy. They decompose the classification task into two steps. The coarse
category CNN classifier is first used to separate easy classes from each other, and then
those more challenging classes are routed downstream to fine category classifiers for further
prediction. This architecture follows the coarse-to-fine classification paradigm and can
achieve lower error at the cost of an affordable increase of complexity.
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Image classification - CNN Tree

Z. Wang et al. 2018 build a tree of CNN to learn fine-grained features for subcategory
recognition.
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Image classification - CNN Tree

Figure: Confusion set outputs by AlexNet softmax prediction on validation set of ILSVRC 2015.
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Image classification - CNN Tree
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Image classification - CNN Tree

Figure: Top label is given by basic AlexNet CNN while bottom one is given by CNNTree (green
color corresponds to a correct prediction)
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Pose estimation - Deeppose

[“Deeppose: Human pose estimation via deep neural networks”, Toshev and Szegedy 2014]

DeepPose is the first application of CNNs to human pose estimation problem. It captures
the full context of each body joint by taking the whole image as the input.

Previous works:
Limited expressiveness – the use of local detectors, which reason in many cases
about a single part
Modeling only a small subset of all interactions between body parts.
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Pose estimation - Deeppose

Structure:
Normalizing images
Regression problem, i.e., prediction of k joints

Image 7→ y ∈ R2k .

Use a cascade of 7 layers, each one taking a zoom of the previous image as input
(refinement of the prediction at each stage).
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Pose estimation - Deeppose
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Pose estimation - Deeppose
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Action recognition - images

Action recognition aims at classifying human activities based on their visual appearance
and motion dynamics.

In Simonyan and Zisserman 2014b (VGG),they use the outputs of the penultimate layer
of a pre-trained CNN to predict actions and achieve a high level of performance in action
classification.

Gkioxari et al. 2015 add a part detection to this framework. Their part detector is a CNN
based extension to the original Poselet Pishchulin et al. 2013 method.
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Action recognition

[“Actions and attributes from wholes and parts”, Gkioxari et al. 2015]

Given an R-CNN person detection (red box), they detect parts using a novel, deep
version of poselets. The detected whole-person and part bounding boxes are input into a
fine-grained classification engine to produce predictions for actions and attributes.
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Action recognition
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Object detection - Exhaustive search vs segmentation

Segmentation: aims for a unique partitioning of the image through a generic algorithm,
where there is one part for all object silhouettes in the image.

[“Selective search for object recognition”, Uijlings et al. 2013]

High variety of reasons that an
image region forms an object:
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Object detection - Exhaustive search vs segmentation

Segmentation: aims for a unique partitioning of the image through a generic algorithm,
where there is one part for all object silhouettes in the image.

[“Selective search for object recognition”, Uijlings et al. 2013]

High variety of reasons that an
image region forms an object:
(b) the cats can be distinguished

by colour, not texture.
(c) the chameleon can be

distinguished from the
surrounding leaves by texture,
not colour.

(d) the wheels can be part of the
car because they are enclosed,
not because they are similar in
texture or colour.

(a) many different scales needed

→ Necessity to use a variety of diverse strategies.
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Object detection - Exhaustive search vs segmentation

Alternative approach: do localisation through the identification of an object.

Exhaustive search: With an appearance model learned from examples, an exhaustive
search is performed where every location within the image is examined as to not miss any
potential object location.

Searching every possible location is computationally infeasible.

→ restrictions need to be imposed: the classifier is simplified and the appearance model
needs to be fast.

Selective search: data-driven selective search using bottom up grouping.
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Object detection - Exhaustive search vs segmentation

Bottom-up grouping generates hierarchical nested partitioning of the input image.
[“Mean shift: A robust approach toward feature space analysis”; “Efficient graph-based image segmentation”, Comaniciu and

Meer 2002; Felzenszwalb and Huttenlocher 2004]
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Object detection - Exhaustive search vs segmentation

Generic algorithm:
They first use Felzenszwalb and Huttenlocher 2004 to create initial regions. This
method is the fastest, publicly available algorithm that yields high quality starting
locations.
Then they use a greedy algorithm to iteratively group regions together

▶ First the similarities between all neighbouring regions are calculated.
▶ The two most similar regions are grouped together, and new similarities are calculated

between the resulting region and its neighbours.
▶ The process of grouping the most similar regions is repeated until the whole image

becomes a single region.

Variety of partitionings:
Different variant of input images
Similarities based on color, texture, size, shared pixels
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Object detection - naive approach

Generally, the difficulties mainly lie in how to accurately and efficiently localize objects in
images or video frames.

In some early works by Vaillant et al. 1994; Nowlan and Platt 1995; Girshick, Iandola,
et al. 2015, they use the sliding window based approaches to densely evaluate the CNN
classifier on windows sampled at each location and scale. Since there are usually
hundreds of thousands of candidate windows in a image, these methods suffer from highly
computational cost, which makes them unsuitable to be applied on the large-scale dataset

More references on object proposal based methods:
[“Human detection from images and videos: A survey”, Nguyen et al. 2016]

[“Category-independent object proposals with diverse ranking”, Endres and Hoiem 2014]

[“Textproposals: a text-specific selective search algorithm for word spotting in the wild”, Gómez and Karatzas 2017]
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Object detection - R-CNN - Regions with CNN features

One of the most famous object proposal based CNN detector is Region-based CNN
(R-CNN) by Girshick, Donahue, et al. 2014, aiming at

localizing objects with a deep network
training a high-capacity model with only a small quantity of annotated detection
data

1 Generating
category-independent region
proposals via selective search.

2 Training large CNN that
extracts a fixed-length feature
vector from each region
(Supervised pre-training on the
large auxiliary dataset
ILSVRC, followed by
domainspecific fine-tuning on
the small dataset PASCAL).

3 Learning a set of class- specific
linear SVMs.
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Object detection - R-CNN - Regions with CNN features

However, computational cost is high since the time-consuming CNN feature extractor will
be performed for each region separately.
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Object detection - R-CNN - Regions with CNN features
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Object detection - R-CNN - Regions with CNN features
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Object detection - improving R-CNN

[“Spatial pyramid pooling in deep convolutional networks for visual recognition”, He et al. 2014]

Spatial Pyramid Pooling network (SPP net) is a pyramid-based version of R-CNN, which
introduces an SPP layer to relax the constraint that input images must have a fixed size.
Unlike R-CNN, SPP net extracts the feature maps from the entire image only once, and
then applies spatial pyramid pooling on each candidate window to get a fixed-length
representation.
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Object detection - improving R-CNN

Drawback: multi-stage pipeline ⇒ CNN feature extractor and SVM classifier are
impossible to train jointly.
[“Faster r-cnn: Towards real-time object detection with region proposal networks”, Ren et al. 2015]

Faster RCNN improves SPP net by using an end-to-end training method. All network
layers can be updated during fine-tuning, which simplifies the learning process and
improves detection accuracy.

[“Attentionnet: Aggregating weak directions for accurate object detection”, Yoo et al. 2015]

They treat the object detection problem as an iterative classification problem. It predicts
an accurate object boundary box by aggregating quantized weak directions from their
detection network.
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Object detection - YOLO, SDD

More recently, YOLO Redmon et al. 2016 and SSD W. Liu et al. 2016 allow single
pipeline detection that directly predicts class labels.

YOLO (You Only Look Once) treats object detection as a regression problem to spatially
separated bounding boxes and associated class probabilities.

SDD (Single Shot Detector) discretizes the output space of bounding boxes into a set of
default boxes over different aspect ratios and scales per feature map location. With this
multiple scales setting and their matching strategy, SSD is significantly more accurate
than YOLO.

With the benefits from super-resolution, Lu et al. 2016 propose a top-down search
strategy to divide a window into sub-windows recursively, in which an additional network
is trained to account for such division decisions.
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YOLO

[“You only look once: Unified, real-time object detection”, Redmon et al. 2016]

The whole detection pipeline is a single network which predicts bounding boxes and class
probabilities from the full image in one evaluation, and can be optimized end-to-end
directly on detection performance.

Drawback
Fails to detect small numerous
objects.
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YOLO

YOLO still lags behind state-of-the-art detection systems in accuracy. While it can
quickly identify objects in images it struggles to precisely localize some objects, especially
small ones.
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YOLO
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SSD

[“Ssd: Single shot multibox detector”, W. Liu et al. 2016]

SSD is also a single shot detec-
tor (i.e. with no region propos-
als) contrary to R-CNN.
SSD uses convolutional layers
at the end of the network (con-
trary to YOLO that uses fully
connected layers)
In SSD, the end of the network
is composed of feature maps of
different sizes. Using these fea-
ture maps allows to capture ob-
jects of different sizes, contrary
to YOLO which uses one single
grid on the input image.
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SSD
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Image classification - Going further

Lin et al. 2015 incorporate part localization, alignment, and classification into one
recognition system which is called Deep LAC.
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Image classification - Going further

Annotations are not easy to collect and these systems have difficulty in scaling up and to
handle many types of fine-grained classes.

[“Fine-grained recognition without part annotations”, Krause et al. 2015] combine co-segmentation and
alignment in a discriminative mixture to generate parts for facilitating fine-grained
classification.

[“Weakly supervised fine-grained categorization with part-based image representation”, Zhang et al. 2016] use the
unsupervised selective search to generate object proposals, and then select the useful
parts from the multi-scale generated part proposals.

Object detection and classification: see also [“Deep neural networks for object detection”, Szegedy, Toshev,

et al. 2013]
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Scene labeling

Scene labeling aims to relate one semantic class (road, water, sea...) to each pixel of the
input image

→ [“Recurrent convolutional neural networks for scene labeling”, Pinheiro and Collobert 2014]

To enable the CNNs to have a large field of view over pixels, they develop the recurrent
CNNs. More specifically, the identical CNNs are applied recurrently to the output maps
of CNNs in the previous iterations. By doing this, they can achieve slightly better
labelling results while significantly reducing the inference times.

→ [“Dag-recurrent neural networks for scene labeling”, Shuai et al. 2016]

They use the recurrent neural networks to model the contextual dependencies among
image features from CNNs, and dramatically boost the labelling performance.

Object semantic segmentation
[“Deeplab: Semantic image segmentation with deep convolutional nets, atrous convolution, and fully connected crfs”, L.-C. Chen

et al. 2018]

They apply pre-trained deep CNNs to emit the labels of pixels. Considering that the
imperfectness of boundary alignment, they further use fully connected Conditional
Random Field (CRF) to boost the labelling performance.
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Scene labeling - DAG-RNN
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Object tracking

The success in object tracking relies heavily on how robust the representation of target
appearance is against several challenges such as view point changes, illumination
changes, and occlusions

[“Deeptrack: Learning discriminative feature representations online for robust visual tracking”, Li et al. 2016]

They propose a target-specific CNN for object tracking, where the CNN is trained
incrementally during tracking with new examples obtained online. They employ a
candidate pool of multiple CNNs as a data-driven model of different instances of the
target object.

[“Cnntracker: Online discriminative object tracking via deep convolutional neural network”, Y. Chen et al. 2016]

A CNN object tracking method is proposed to address limitations of handcrafted features
and shallow classifier structures in object tracking problem.

[“Online tracking by learning discriminative saliency map with convolutional neural network”, Hong et al. 2015]

They propose a visual tracking algorithm based on a pre-trained CNN. They put an
additional layer of an online SVM to learn a target appearance discriminatively against
background.

https://pjreddie.com/darknet/yolo/
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Pose/Action recognition - videos

Applying CNNs on videos is challenging because traditional CNNs are designed to
represent two-dimensional spatial signals but in videos a new temporal axis is added
which is essentially different from a spatial dimension.

[“3D convolutional neural networks for human action recognition”, Ji et al. 2013]

They consider the temporal axis in a similar manner as other spatial axes and introduce a
network of 3D convolutional layers to be applied on video inputs.

[“Two-stream convolutional networks for action recognition in videos”, Simonyan and Zisserman 2014a]

Separating the representation to spatial and temporal variations and train individual
CNNs for each of them. First stream of this framework is a traditional CNN applied on
all the frames and the second receives the dense optical flow of the input videos and
trains another CNN which is identical to the spatial stream in size and structure. The
output of the two streams are combined in a class score fusion step.

[“P-cnn: Pose-based cnn features for action recognition”, Chéron et al. 2015]

They use the two stream CNN on the localized parts of the human body and show the
aggregation of part-based local CNN descriptors can effectively improve the performance
of action recognition.
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Pose estimation - P-CNN

[“P-cnn: Pose-based cnn features for action recognition”, Chéron et al. 2015]

[“End-to-end learning of deformable mixture of parts and deep convolutional neural networks for human pose estimation”,

W. Yang et al. 2016]

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MKVvQK8FawE

[“Segnet: A deep convolutional encoder-decoder architecture for image segmentation”, Badrinarayanan et al. 2015]

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CxanE_W46ts

[“Realtime multi-person 2d pose estimation using part affinity fields”, Cao et al. 2016]

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pW6nZXeWlGM
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Text detection and recognition

Optical Character Recognition (OCR) can be categorized into three types:
1 text detection and localization without recognition,
2 text recognition on cropped text images,
3 end-to-end text spotting that integrates both text detection and recognition.

Several proposed methods:
CNN model originally trained for character classification to perform text detection
[“End-to-end text recognition with convolutional neural networks”, T. Wang et al. 2012]

CNN model allowing feature sharing across four different subtask: text detection,
character case-sensitive and insensitive classification, and bigram classification.
[“Deep features for text spotting”, Jaderberg, Vedaldi, et al. 2014]

Elementary subtasks as text bounding box filtering, text bounding box regression,
and text recognition are each tackled by a separate CNN model.
[“Reading text in the wild with convolutional neural networks”, Jaderberg, Simonyan, et al. 2016]
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